Student Union Board

- Purpose to use money to use WSH for organizations
- Used to have policy focus
- Has about 20 members, up from 7
- Focus on having own events or sponsor events
  - Use leftover money for co-sponsorship events
- Has surpluses that are over 50k
  - Not foreseeable ability to spend the big surplus
- Most events co-sponsoring will be at WSH
- Might reform name so not affiliated with policy, so name isn’t misleading

MGFC

- Have some unaffiliated Frats because their nationals don’t believe they fall under umbrella of MGFC
- Want a multicultural Greek identity
- Promoting most cohesive Greek identity
- Seen fewer but larger events
- Changes to Constitution to be reviewed next spring before Apps Comms
  - Changing name to Multicultural Greek and Fraternal Council

Coalition of Pan African Scholars Voices and Perspectives special funding request

- Spent $4000 on event
- Around 90/100 students attended
- $40 per person
- Requesting $773 from SA Apps Comms

Heaven

- LGBTQ+ group on campus that provides safe space for LGBT community
  - 10 sub orgs under it with special focus on certain identity
- More college students identifying at LGBT
- Request 30cent increase from prior funding
- Wants to use money for better speakers on campus